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Making life easier for manufacturers with DMV compliant
VIN sequences for the automotive industry.

Increase operational efficiency
Save time and money
Eliminate excessive data entry and overall margin of error
Ensure full compliance with DMV and NTHSA standards

The Vehicle Identification Number (VIN) Generator
application from DELMIAWORKS® delivers ease and
compatibility to automotive trailer producers. With the
introduction of the VIN Generator application, DELMIAWORKS users can create Department of Motor Vehicle (DMV)
compliant VIN sequences with the click of a button. Rather than manually assigning a formulaic number to the product,
the new EnterpriseIQ application calculates the vehicle attribute requirements necessary to meet the National Traffic
Highway Safety Administration’s (NTHSA) standards.
As with all EnterpriseIQ modules, the VIN Generator application is fully imbedded with DELMIAWORKS’ single-database
manufacturing ERP system. Cumbersome modifications are no longer a concern as the new VIN Generator attributes are
varied and can be changed at the user level. Users have the ability to easily create VIN sequences for work order items, as
well as integrate those numbers into barcode labels and certificates of origin.
DELMIAWORKS developed the VIN Generator application specifically to meet the growing needs of its customer base in
the automotive industry. Like 90 percent of the improvements and features developed for EnterpriseIQ, the VIN Generator
was a customer recommendation.
“The VIN Generator automates the process and does so much
behind the scenes. It does everything with a single click of a
button, which is amazing!”
-Load Trail, Inc.
“The VIN generator and sales configuration templates are
unparalleled. We use them every day and couldn’t operate
without the two.”
-Load Trail, Inc.

Quickly and easily create DMV
and NTHSA compliant VINs.

As of January 2019, IQMS is becoming DELMIAWORKS, joining the global
manufacturing powerhouse Dassault Systèmes and its portfolio of innovative brands.

VIN GENERATOR:
KEY FEATURES
Quicker Access to Trailer Information

Because VINs are traceable within EnterpriseIQ, users are able to retrieve manufacturing information regarding the trailers
at any point during the manufacturing process.

VIN Creation Flexibility

Manufacturers may opt to create the VIN early in the manufacturing process if their customer is receiving financing for
the trailer, in which case the VIN is required.

Fully Traceable

Every component that goes into the trailers has full traceable functionality, even down to the tires and spare tires.

LEARN MORE

To learn more about VIN Generator or if you would like more information on the products and services from DELMIAWORKS
(formerly IQMS), please visit www.iqms.com.

